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A thief and a nobleman, both down on their luck, cross paths on a bitter winter’s day in 1701. One, known locally as “The Fowl-Filcher,” is
fleeing the gallows; the other, the callow Christian von Tornefeld, has escaped execution to fight for his Swedish king. Neither will reach his
destination. Sent with a message to secure aid for von Tornefeld, the thief falls in love with his companion’s secret fiancée. He resolves to
win her love for himself, and through a clever stratagem, exchanges his fate for the other man’s. Risking everything to attain the woman and
station of his dreams, he becomes the Swedish cavalier, staying one step ahead of exposure. Later, he sacrifices everything so that is
daughter won’t learn of his secret past. In this book he considered is masterpiece, Leo Perutz has created a picaresque world of barons and
brigands, swashbuckling dragoons and spurned lovers, gentleman farmers and masked robbers, and lucky parchments, magic spells, and
mystical visions. Part adventure, part historical novel of war-ravaged Europe, The Sweddish Cavalier is also a moral tale of deceit, betrayal,
and redemption. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good Books imprints, are proud to publish a broad range of books
for readers interested in fiction—novels, novellas, political and medical thrillers, comedy, satire, historical fiction, romance, erotic and love
stories, mystery, classic literature, folklore and mythology, literary classics including Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde, Cather, and much more.
While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that
are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Everett Ruess, the young poet and artist who disappeared into the desert canyonlands of Utah in 1934, has become widely known
posthumously as the spokesman for the spirit of the high desert. Many have been inspired by his intense search for adventure, leaving
behind the amenities of a comfortable life. His search for ultimate beauty and oneness with nature is chronicled in this remarkable collection
of letters to family and friends.
In this book, Sarah Rolfe Prodan examines the spiritual poetry of Michelangelo in light of three contexts: the Catholic Reformation movement,
Renaissance Augustinianism, and the tradition of Italian religious devotion. Prodan combines a literary, historical, and biographical approach
to analyze the mystical constructs and conceits in Michelangelo's poems, thereby deepening our understanding of the artist's spiritual life in
the context of Catholic Reform in the mid-sixteenth century. Prodan also demonstrates how Michelangelo's poetry is part of an Augustinian
tradition that emphasizes mystical and moral evolution of the self. Examining such elements of early modern devotion as prayer, lauda
singing, and the contemplation of religious images, Prodan provides a unique perspective on the subtleties of Michelangelo's approach to life
and to art. Throughout, Prodan argues that Michelangelo's art can be more deeply understood when considered together with his poetry,
which points to a spirituality that deeply informed all of his production.
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From the strictly regimented church bells to the freewheeling chatter of civic life, Renaissance Florence was a city built
not just of stone but of sound as well. An evocative alternative to the dominant visual understanding of urban spaces, The
Noisy Renaissance examines the premodern city as an acoustic phenomenon in which citizens used sound to navigate
space and society. Analyzing a range of documentary and literary evidence, art and architectural historian Niall Atkinson
creates an “acoustic topography” of Florence. The dissemination of official messages, the rhythm of prayer, and the
murmur of rumor and gossip combined to form a soundscape that became a foundation in the creation and maintenance
of the urban community just as much as the city’s physical buildings. Sound in this space triggered a wide variety of
social behaviors and spatial relations: hierarchical, personal, communal, political, domestic, sexual, spiritual, and
religious. By exploring these rarely studied soundscapes, Atkinson shows Florence to be both an exceptional and an
exemplary case study of urban conditions in the early modern period.
“The novels of Andrea Camilleri breathe out the sense of place, the sense of humor, and the sense of despair that fills
the air of Sicily.” —Donna Leon Montalbano investigates the death of wealthy accountant Barletta in a case involving a
string of mistresses and family secrets. Inspector Montalbano enjoys simple pleasures: delicious food, walks along the
water, the occasional smoke—yet these are just the backdrop to his duties as a detective. His latest case is the killing of
the wealthy Cosimo Barletta. Thought to be a widower living out a quiet life by the sea, Cosimo’s sudden death, by
gunshot to the neck, opens up his past to scrutiny. What Montalbano uncovers is Cosimo’s trove of salacious
photographs, used to extort young women, and a history full of greed and corruption. Montalbano, though resolved to find
the killer, muses on where justice lies—in his pursuit of a suspect or with one of Cosimo’s innumerable victims getting the
revenge they deserved?
In this volume, a diverse group of scholars debates crucial issues within and beyond our field, in an effort to help develop
a multiplicity of analyses dissecting the challenges facing a strong epistemologically just theory and pedagogy of society.
The volume explores why it has been historically difficult to produce a hegemonic critical theory and pedagogy of society.
The volume also examines how social justice has been de-politicized from the cultural politics of everyday life through
teacher-proof curricula that ‘forces’ a segregated uniformity; examines the multi-dimensional nature of language within
relationships of power and discourses of reproduction, production, and resistance; unpacks how democracy has been
challenged by an eugenic educational system; dissects the impact of corporate models of education on learning
processes; examines how the use of zero tolerance policies in the U.S.’s public schools has led to the criminalization of
non-violent acts within the nation’s public schools, thereby creating oppressed student populations; unveils how
alternative proficiency assessment is not a good measure of student progress; and dissects the rationale behind
standardized testing and its corresponding profits, suggesting other motives for high-stakes testing mandates.
This book investigates how international air terminals organize passenger movement and generate spending. It offers a
new understanding of how their architecture and artworks operate visually to guide people through the space and affect
their behaviour. Menno Hubregtse’s research draws upon numerous airport visits and interviews with architects and
planners, as well as documents and articles that address these terminals’ development, construction, and renovations.
The book establishes the main concerns of architects with respect to wayfinding strategies and analyzes how air terminal
architecture, artworks, and interior design contribute to the airport’s operations. The book will be of interest to art
historians, architectural historians, practising architects, urban planners, airport specialists, and geographers.
The only guide covering Mexico as well as the seven countries in Central America. Border crossings and how to get the
best out of each country. From the Tortilla Curtain to the Darien Gap. Best of festivals. Red hot lava tongues and deep
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blue sea holes. Get off the beaten track. Warmongering Aztecs and Maya sacrifice. Chocolate makers and surf breakers.
The pick of diving, surfing and trekking. Full-colour maps. Mischief-making monkeys, spookey-eyed frogs, chilli and
chicha….
Dall'ardua gestione di una guesthouse nel sud dell'India, assieme a un bramino, al viaggio in furgone dalla Calabria a
Capo Nord. Dalle intense avventure nelle baraccopoli indiane alla vita in una comunità dell'estremo nord della foresta
svedese. Questo libro, che riprende il bestseller Vagamondo con un nuovo reportage di viaggio via terra dal Messico a
Panama, racchiude gli ultimi 3 anni di Esperienza di Carlo, dopo lo straordinario giro del mondo senza aerei. Nuovi
10.000 emozionanti chilometri in Centro America tra impetuosi vulcani, culture maya e indigene, e una grande bellezza
umana e naturale. Un altro viaggio fisico e spirituale di Carlo, che con questo diario riesce a condividere con i lettori la
sua grande passione.
A unique and moving real-life story of the extraordinary bond between a young teacher and a penguin, this book will
delight readers who loved Marley & Me, Dewey the Library Cat, The Good Good Pig, and any book by Jon Katz. In 1975,
twenty-three-year-old Englishman Tom Michell follows his wanderlust to Argentina, where he becomes assistant master
at a prestigious boarding school. But Michell’s adventures really begin when, on a weekend in Uruguay, he rescues a
penguin covered in oil from an ocean spill, cleans the bird up, and attempts to return him to the sea. The penguin refuses
to leave his rescuer’s side. “That was the moment at which he became my penguin, and whatever the future held, we’d
face it together,” says Michell in this charming memoir. Michell names the penguin Juan Salvador (“John Saved”), but
Juan Salvador, as it turns out, is the one who saves Michell. After Michell smuggles the bird back to Argentina and into
his campus apartment, word spreads about the young Englishman’s unusual roommate. Juan Salvador is suddenly the
center of attention—as mascot of the rugby team, confidant to the dorm housekeeper, co-host of Michell’s parties, and an
unprecedented swimming coach to a shy boy. Even through the collapse of the Perónist government and amid the
country’s economic and political strife, Juan Salvador brings joy to everyone around him—especially Michell, who
considers the affectionate animal a compadre and kindred spirit. Witty and heartwarming, The Penguin Lessons is a
classic in the making, a story that is both absurd and wonderful, exactly like Juan Salvador. Praise for The Penguin
Lessons “I loved this book, and you will, too! It’s as charming, heartwarming, and surprising as a penguin on a roof
terrace. What’s more, The Penguin Lessons teaches an important truth: that a single act of compassion can be repaid a
thousand-fold.”—Sy Montgomery, author of The Good Good Pig and the National Book Award finalist The Soul of an
Octopus “[Tom Michell’s] tone suits the material perfectly. . . . You believe every word. . . . No fool, this penguin. No
fools, these publishers, who have unleashed such a delightful and charming book just in time for Christmas.”—Daily Mail
(U.K.) “Heart-warming is a wholly inadequate phrase to describe this captivating story that is pure delight from beginning
to end.”—The Bookseller (U.K.)
A postmodern masterpiece about fraud and forgery by one of the most distinctive, accomplished novelists of the last
century. The Recognitions is a sweeping depiction of a world in which everything that anyone recognizes as beautiful or
true or good emerges as anything but: our world. The book is a masquerade, moving from New England to New York to
Madrid, from the art world to the underworld, but it centers on the story of Wyatt Gwyon, the son of a New England
minister, who forsakes religion to devote himself to painting, only to despair of his inspiration. In expiation, he will paint
nothing but flawless copies of his revered old masters—copies, however, that find their way into the hands of a sinister
financial wizard by the name of Recktall Brown, who of course sells them as the real thing. Dismissed
uncomprehendingly by reviewers on publication in 1955 and ignored by the literary world for decades after, The
Recognitions is now established as one of the great American novels, immensely ambitious and entirely unique, a book
of wild, Boschian inspiration and outrageous comedy that is also profoundly serious and sad.
Here are four board games -- the Royal Game of Ur; Mehen, the Game of the Snake; Hounds and Jackals; and the
Egyptian Game of Senet -- which were popular in the days of the pharaohs in ancient Egypt and in nearby countries from
about 5,000 years ago, chosen and recreated by Dr. Irving Finkel of the British Museum. Everything you need to play
them is here: the playing boards recreated in sumptuous colors, playing pieces, and full instructions including variations
and other possibilities you may like to try.
This book is open access under a CC BY 4.0 license. This volume argues for the need of a common ground that bridges
leadership studies, curriculum theory, and Didaktik. It proposes a non-affirmative education theory and its core concepts
along with discursive institutionalism as an analytical tool to bridge these fields. It concludes with implications of its
coherent theoretical framing for future empirical research. Recent neoliberal policies and transnational governance
practices point toward new tensions in nation state education. These challenges affect governance, leadership and
curriculum, involving changes in aims and values that demand coherence. Yet, the traditionally disparate fields of
educational leadership, curriculum theory and Didaktik have developed separately, both in terms of approaches to theory
and theorizing in USA, Europe and Asia, and in the ways in which these theoretical traditions have informed empirical
studies over time. An additional aspect is that modern education theory was developed in relation to nation state
education, which, in the meantime, has become more complicated due to issues of ‘globopolitanism’. This volume
examines the current state of affairs and addresses the issues involved. In doing so, it opens up a space for a renewed
and thoughtful dialogue to rethink and re-theorize these traditions with non-affirmative education theory moving beyond
social reproduction and social transformation perspectives.
Visit the most exciting continent on Earth. Celebrate at the best of the festivals. Swim with sea lions and walk with
dinosaurs. Get off the beaten track. Experience cities of gold and mountains of silver. Get inside info on where to eat,
drink and sleep. Learn about evolution, revolution and visitors from outer space. Grab the pick of heart-stopping
adventure activities. See man-eating fish, blood sucking bats and smooth-talking dolphins. Full-colour maps help you on
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This Encyclopedia is the first to compile pseudonyms from all over the world, from all ages and occupations in a single
work: some 500,000 pseudonyms of roughly 270,000 people are deciphered here. Besides pseudonyms in the narrower
sense, initials, nick names, order names, birth and married names etc. are included. The volumes 1 to 9 list persons by
their real names in alphabetical order. To make the unequivocal identification of a person easier, year and place of birth
and death are provided where available, as are profession, nationality, the pseudonym under which the person was
known, and finally, the sources used. The names of professions given in the source material have been translated into
English especially for this encyclopaedia. In the second part, covering the volumes 10 to 16, the pseudonyms are listed
alphabetically and the real names provided. Approx. 500,000 pseudonyms of about 270,000 persons First encyclopedia
including pseudonyms from all over the world, all times and all occupations Essential research tool for anyone wishing to
identify persons and names for his research within one single work
Un'esperienza di Vita straordinaria. 36.000 chilometri da Capo di Buona Speranza (Sudafrica) fino a Capo Nord (Norvegia). I due estremi del
mondo uniti in duecento intensi giorni di viaggio in cui il protagonista utilizza solo trasporti pubblici o recupera passaggi in autostop.
Mozzafiato paesaggi primordiali, ancestrali tribù africane, il regno degli animali selvatici, incontri magici e una grande ospitalità. Le
straordinarie bellezze dei deserti della Namibia e dell'Etiopia. L'affascinante e maestoso Antico Egitto. Un grande contatto culturale con i
popoli del continente più povero e misterioso. E poi i momenti difficili, lo sconforto, il pericolo durante la traversata dell'Africa nera. Negli oltre
cento mezzi presi in più di sei mesi di viaggio, Carlo incontra solo due stranieri e quindi si trova quasi sempre l'unico bianco su mezzi
sgangherati o nelle caotiche stazioni delle deliranti metropoli africane. Subisce alcune aggressioni, anche a mano armata. Si trova nel mezzo
di uno storico colpo di Stato ad Harare, in Zimbabwe, dove assiste alla caduta di Mugabe dopo trentasette anni di dittatura. Viaggia con i
rifugiati del Malawi, con i quali si trova a dover corrompere la polizia di frontiera. Affronta "viaggi della speranza" in autostop attraverso alcuni
dei deserti più grandi al mondo, in Botswana e in Sudan. Poi il passaggio nella conflittualità del Medio Oriente e la traversata del
Mediterraneo a bordo di una nave mercantile, per sbarcare infine in Italia e tirare su dritto verso la Scandinavia. Questa epica impresa si
conclude nell'estremo nord del mondo, a Capo Nord, in condizioni climatiche avverse. L'ultimo capitolo di un progetto durato sette anni
attraverso tutti i continenti, senza prendere aerei e percorrendo oltre 200.000 chilometri. Un'immensa ricchezza condivisa, pura Esperienza di
Vita. Un profondo viaggio introspettivo dove si respira la grande evoluzione interiore che trasmette la strada.
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